
WHAT ?



• solidify the knowledge gained in 
the first semester

• expand you digital toolbox by 
working  in new media

SEMESTER 
OBJECTIVES



You will work on one project entire 
semester. Some of the project phases 
will be the graded assignments.

1 SEMESTER, 
1 PROJECT



You will create a design and work in 
mixed digital media to present it.
Presentation => Design.

DESIGN &
PRESENTATION



YES, BUT 

WHAT ?



FLASHBACK:
VIRTUAL SPACE 2016



Design an every day product for a 
fictional brand that follows the brand 
philosophy.

SUPERUSUAL



Analyse every day activities and things 
that we do on autopilot, and uncover 
the hidden opportunities to improve.

PROCESS



Design and make products to shut 
down the autopilot, and let us open 
up afresh to the world through all our 
senses.

TASK

Giude by Mikhail Frantzusov



Best projects posted on a superusual 
website:
www.superusual.net

RESULTS

http://www.superusual.net
http://www.superusual.net
http://www.superusual.net


Design process was guided by the 
methodology of user-centered design 
aka “design thinking”, which proved 
to be fun but an overkill for this class.

FRAMEWORK: 
DESIGN THINKING

Giude by Mikhail Frantzusov



VS2017 TASK:
POSSIBLY MAYBE



Pick a year in close future (2020-2040).
Imagine what our life will be like.DESIGN FOR

POSSIBLE FUTURE

“Sietch Nevada”,, MATSYS

http://matsysdesign.com/2009/06/25/sietch-nevada/


Pick up one concrete life situation you 
will address through design, such as 
“Dating in 2027”, “Home garbage 
disposal in 2040” or “Jobs in 2030”.

FOCUS ON 
ONE ASPECT/SITUATION

Brainstorming for “Little Brinkland”, Superflux

http://superflux.in/index.php/work/littlebrinkland/


Look at current trends related to this 
aspect of life and project that trend 
into future to see what it may evolve 
into.

EXTRAPOLATE

“Black Mirror: White Christmas”, episode of TV Series by BBC

http://www.avclub.com/tvclub/black-mirror-white-christmas-213327


Based on your projected future 
narrative, design an object that the 
selected life situation pivots around.

DESIGN : 
OBJECT...

“Bee’s”, Susana Soares

http://www.susanasoares.com/index.php?id=52


It can be anything from personal 
gadget or fashion, to household 
appliance, furniture or means of 
transportation, or even food.

DESIGN : 
OBJECT...

“ReinRaus”, Realities United

“My Soft Office”, Hella Jongerius

Amy Purdy

“Dressing The Meat Of Tomorrow”, James King



Or, you can chose to design SPACE 
(either real or virtual) that the future’s 
activity will take place in.

... OR SPACE

“Cube”, Vicenzo Natali



The scale of the space can be whatever 
you find fit, from small interiors to 
entire cityscapes.

... OR SPACE

“Ville Radieuse”, Le Corbusier (1930)



Present your design in context.
Show how it’s used or why, or show 
the emotional or social impact it may 
have on future living.

TELL A STORY
ABOUT YOUR DESIGN

“Future Marriage”, Alice Wang



VS2017 PROJECT:
DELIVERABLES



ELEMENTS

DESIGN:

OBJECT

AND/OR

SPACE



ELEMENTS

DESIGN: REPRESENT:

OBJECT

AND/OR

SPACE SCALE MODEL

1:1 PROTOTYPE

VIRTUAL MODEL
images or animation

fab  lab

rendering

rendering

fab lab



ELEMENTS

DESIGN: FINAL DELIVERABLE

VIDEO

OBJECT

AND/OR

SPACE SCALE MODEL

1:1 PROTOTYPE

VIRTUAL MODEL
images or animation

1 min or more

combination of 
- live footage
- rendered elements
- sound/music
- 2D graphics

REPRESENT:

fab  lab

rendering

rendering

fab lab



FINAL DELIVERABLE

1 MIN OR MORE

COMBINATION OF 
- LIVE FOOTAGE
- RENDERED ELEMENTS
- SOUND/MUSIC
- 2D GRAPHICS
. . .VIDEO



FINAL DELIVERABLE

1 MIN OR MORE

COMBINATION OF 
- LIVE FOOTAGE
- RENDERED ELEMENTS
- SOUND/MUSIC
- 2D GRAPHICS
. . .

TEAM ROLES

VIDEO


